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SUMMiARY

Existing work on the pressure fluctuations in turbulent shear flows is

briefly reviewed with special reference to the problem of wall turbulence,

Ar approximate theory for the pressure fluctuations cn the wal: under

both a turbulent boundary layer andý a wiall jet is given and indicates in

the. latter case arn intensity many tires that ccrresponding to the flow
over a flat plate at zero pressure gradient, as typified by -easurerents
on the wall of a wind tunnel. Experiments on a %all jet cnnfirm these

Predictions and details of the few prelimi::ary- data are presLented.

The results from the wall Jet suggest that the intensity of the pres-

sure fluctuations in the regions of adverse pressure gradient, on wings
and bodies, approaching and beyond separation will be higher than in

regions of zero pressure gradient.

Appendices are included which deal with the necessary extensions -_o
the analysis tc fit the velocity correlation functions as =easured by

Grant (1958), thu effects of tu delay and eddy convection.

SUNM'IAIRL

Les travaux effectuis josqo' i-I sur les variations do pressio. rs.•
un ecoulement turbulent on cisaJ lle:-ent scont scrmairerent exposes aw.c
mention partlic-lire dou probloro de la turbt'lunco h lit p-ru,.

Les auteurs presen:tvnt uno th6orie pprtCjc:;.c poor lox varPation; tie

presslon 'a l, parol sos 1' influence trot d' one couche llmtte turbulentu

_T10 V1' on Jet h la . d' apros la-;oel, danas - durrricr cas, les
variatIons de pressior: sont, sensiblenent pius* fortes quc cellos qui

co.respond.lenlt a 1' ecouleoent sur u::o plaque plano an i' &.nno dc gradi-

ents de pression, ainsi que oe idocritrent los -esares etteotorios sur ia
paroe i'on .,Wffi.r.o, Cette predictic:n ost counfi'r. c par leb rcsultats
d'essafs sor un jet a ia paroe; leo quc'lqous rosbultats pr4imnair' s

obtenus sent presentes ici,

Ces resuL•i+ts font .,enser cue i'i::tensito des variations de pression
dana las regions a gradients ddfavorabEs, par exerple, sur los siles

et Ics corps, quand 1' couoleent s'approche du point de decclleernt at

nF~qzr' R::-n4plpýr ]rqf.rIPni i.r, P, r~ I gns, rL 4 gradint -n"Il

Le rapport comprend des Rnnaxes traitant des xteonsIons a apportor a

1'analyse poor :a rendre applicable aLix foncticns de ia ocrrulation des
vitesses, ainsi rqu'eIles ont et6 mesrsr 6 es par Grant en 1958, 'a I' influence

do retard temporel et h Il convection des turb:ions.

3b2c2d: Sh2ela4a

532. 526.4
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NOTATION

.r amplitude

a,,a2, a, amplitudi of big eddy velocity covariances

Cf skin friction coefficient (, rA pV

D jet diameter

f longitudinal velocity correlation coefficient (isotropic turbulence)

GG,IG±,G,,G_ Green's functions

K von Karman constant

scales of turbulence
~o p' 1' 2

P pressure ccvariance

P pressure soectrur. function

p pressure

p- r.7n.s. value of pressure fluctuations

q source density

R,•,Z cylindrical polar co-ordinates

Ri.,Rzz velocity covariance

RijRZZ veocoity correlation coefi.i+

r ~~~(r. r32' 3

r (rP, r 2 , r ',

S area

t time

Ia,.u6, uz) velcocity components

UR, U- 'Z mean velocity components

velocity (E (u,, u2, U.)

U- -aximum velocity at a given R

¼ free stream velocity

V



uT shear velocity

uc convection speed

V volume

X, y, z co-ordinates

Z•, Z, distance to mid and maximum velocity in the outer region respectively

a U4/U2, and anisotropy factor

a., a2, a3 reciprocals of typical turbulence scales

Dirac function; boundary layer thickness

tI displacement thickness

K wave number

4 viscosity

kinematic viscosity; reciprocal of eddy liietime

p density

7 time delay

T RZ mean shear

optimun? time delay

7 w wall shear stress

circular frequency

S)b denotes big eddy contribution

()S denotes small eddy contribution

4( ) denctes 'in moving fraze of reference'

f( )denotes 'in fixed frame of reference'

denotes fluctuating quantities (but generally cmitted)

vi



ON SURFACE PRESSURE FLUCTUATIONS IN TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYERS

G.M, Lilley and T.H. Hodgson*

1. INTRODUCTION

A knowledge of the intensity and spectra of the pressure fluctuations in turbulent
shear flows is required in a wide range of aeronautical and hydrodynamic problems
today. Such problems range from aerodynamic noise generated by turbulent motion, the
vibrations of the aircraft skin at high speeds and the transmission of noise to the
cabin and cockpit, to mention just a few,

Although work in this area was pioneered by Heisenbergi, Obukhoff 2, Batchelor 3 and
Kraichnan4' 5 , it is only relatively recently that experimental data have been obtained
to check the theoretical data, and to set the pattern for investigations into more
complicated situations, where the theory at best would be very tentative. The work
of Kraichnan is of particular interest for it deals with pressure fluctuations in the
presence of a mean shear, and also in the case of wall turbulence, and therefore has
direct application to the problem of wall pressure fluc:tuations under a turbulent
boundary layer. (The earlier work of Heisenberg, Obukhoff and Batcbelor cgidered
only the case of isotropic turbulence). Kraichnan showed that on a wall 1p2i(½ p uM)
- 8cf, where ' is a factor between 2 and 12. Experimental results obtained by
Willmarth6 and Harrison' confirmed Kraichnan's predictions and gave values of
between 2.5 and 5.0.

The effect of Mach number on wall pressure fluctuations, although of obvious current
importance, will not be considered here. Indeed, the flow will be assumed incompress-
ible throughout and the problem of boundary layer noise, that is the noise radiated
away from the surface, will hardly be touched upon. Our attention will mainly be
restricted to problems of wall turbulence, including the wall Jet, and will not con-
sider in the same detail pressure fluctuations in free turbulence, A review paper
covering the items omitted by the authors would naturally be of considerable topical
interest, but it was felt that, bearing in mind the considerable efforts present in
this area today and the present state of flux of knowledge in the subject, a greater
need was for a fundamental appreciation of relatively simple flow models. The surface
over which the fluid flows will be treated as rigid, and no account will be ;iven of
the response of the structure to pressure fluctuations.

The theory of the pressure fluctuations in wall turbulence, including the wall jet,
will be treated on similar lines to the Laethod used by Kraichnan . In this method the
intensity of the pressure fluctuations can be obtained once the two-point velocity
correlations, mean velocity gradient, and the turbulence intensity and scale are known.
Experimental results obtained by Townsend8 , Laufer 9 , and Grant"0 will be used to find
p' on the wall, For the wall jet the mean flow theory due to Glauert'' will be
adopted, together with results in the mean flow by Bakke' and Bradshaw and Love
The prediction in this case for pe will be compared with those obtained from
measurements.

*Department of Aerodynamics, Coilege Gf Aeronauttcs, Cranfieid, Engiand
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Finally, in order to avoid confuslon in the theoretical treatment and the discussion
of results, the authors stress that they are dealing with the problem of pressure
fluctuations in a pseudo-incompressible turbulent shear flow. They prefer, and agree
that it is one of personal preference and not one agreed by convention, to refer to
bnundary layer noise as the sound energy radiated away from the turbulent flow. This
latter problem, considered by Curle'o, Phillips-5 , and Doak1 6 , though connected, has
obvious differences from the present treatment,

2. THEORY OF THE PRESSURE FLUCTUATIONS IN A SHEAR FLOW

In most instances where the pressure fluctuations are significant the fluctuations
in the fluid density are significant also. The present problem is no exception.
However, since we will be more concerned with the pressure fluctuations inside the
turbulent shear flow, which in our problem will be an essentially 'low speed flow',
than with the noise radiated from it, we may safely assume that the flow is incompress-
ible. The equations of continuity and motion are therefore respectively

Sui

Bt ox. - Bx4

If we take the divergence of (2) and use (1) we obtain the following equation for the
pressure:

v~~~p ux I, JBx3

This shows that, whereas in Inviscid steady flow the pressure at a point follows
immediately fron the dynamic pressure at the same point, the pressure at a point in a
turbulent flow, since it obeys an equation of the Poisson type, is governed by fluctua-
tions in velocity throughout the entire flow and not just at the field point. Since
the wall jet comprises an inner boundary layer and an outer jet mixing region we will,
for convenience in finding the solution to (3), consider this more general flow only.
The solution for the boundary layer on a flat plate is then a particular case.

In the wall Jet the mean pressure is approximately constant everywhere, and the mean
velocity field is radially symmetric so that in terms of cylindrical polar co-ordinates

(R, 0, Z), the velocity components are given by ER(R, Z), U• - 0 and Uz(R, Z).

Since Equation (3) above can be written alternatively in vector notation as

V2p = - v.6(" • v)` (3a)

we find on expanding the right hand side and making the usual boundary layer assuipticn
that (see Appendix A)
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V2 ru BuR u 92 (4)

where (u.,, u uz) denote the fluctuating components of velocity and (U,. U, UZ) the
mean values.

But • << so that finally we have
BR BZ

-2 UZI a (5)pR 7z

= u-

2• Taz •(Sa)

where TRZ(R.Z) - is the local mean shear.

This result is similar to that found by Kraichnan5 for the boundary layer flow over
a flat plate with a mean velocity in the (x,) direction varying with (x2) only, the
direction normal to the plate,

In order to simplify the notation, in what follows, we will drop the subscripts on
7 and the primes on uz, Thus p and u will now refer to the fluctuating pressure and
velocity respectively, and - is the mean shear. Therefore we can write Equation (5a)

in the equivalent form

V2 3 u z
-p = -2p q(x, t) (6)BR

where q(i, t) is the source density. We are here assuming that the pressure fluctua-
tions due to the amplifying effect of the mean shear on the turbulence are greater
than that due to the interaction of the turbulence on itself. Kraichnan5 justifies
the use of this assumption by showing that, approximately, the former will give rise
to a root mean square value of pressure about 10 db higher over that due to the latter.

The solution of (6) can be found by finding an appropriate Green function, G(x, ;),
which satisfies the boundary conditions. Since the Green function satisfies

V23o(i' ;'P (x-x) (7)

where 6(y) is the Dirac delta function, the apDropriate solution of (6) is

rr ,r

,t) - i 't) G(ý, y) d + 1 Gý- (y, t) - p(y, t)n- WSyý) (8)
U, on an

V s

where V is the total vohume occupied by the flow and S is the total area of the plane
over which the fluid flows, provided that at some initial time p and Bp/Bt vanish.
Here n is the norma: to S, measured to the surface fror the voluse.
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If we write G the Green function which vanishes on the plane S, G+ the Green
function given by

ýG÷
- 0

on the plane S, and G, the Green function for unbounded space, we have
G_ = Go -Gi (9

G+ = Go ÷Gi I

where Giis the Green function for the image point in the boundary. Hence we can find
three equivalent solutions of (6), which depend on the particular choice of Green
function. Thus

p(, t) q G. dV + fG.. dS (10a)

V s

q G_ dV p dS (lOb)
v S

q G,: dV + f(G n-- -p --- Z"dS (lOc)
V

But .on S we have

?G, (11)

Gn G

and so (10) can be written alternatively

t) = q(G^ 4 G )dV - 2 G, :7- dS (12a)

V S

f F
= q(G, - Gi)dV - 2 F p---! dS (12b),I 11 ýn

V S

G. V G- dS (12c)

V S



The particular choice of one of these equations must depend on what is known about
p and ?p/-n on the plane S. Clearly if ?p/3 n = 0 on S we would choose (12a).

Now the equation of motion in the Z-direction at Z 0, where UR = u - uz 0, is

0 - - '. (13)

z Oz2

for the fluctuating quantities and

- 2u-

0O= 0 Z (14)

for the mean flow.

But from the equation of continuity

S5z uz
=½ 0 at Z 0 (15)
dz 7Z

and therefore near the wall

-z --- . .

(

From the measured distributicn of uz •eRar the wall of a flat plate, channel or pipe
Towrsende finds that (in our notation),

%ý 3. 1
' 3.4 10- (17)

where T,(R) is the wall mean shear stress given by

-=L2R• (18)

Although (cp/3z) , as shown by (17), is a very small quantity we are not immediately
4ustified in putting ('G/ Z•=O 1- in (12a).

However, if V is a typical length over which the velocity is correlated and L a
sinilar length with respect to pressure, we see that the contributions to p', from the
volume and surface integrals in (12a), are in the ratio

;2 72
-2

Ncw, if arvthing, Z is less than . and is certainly not large compared with
and so we see that the surface integral -:n ,12a' can be neglected in agreement with
Kraichnan' s an-proxiation. Th.us we ncte that for this proble. the solutions (12b)
and (12c) ar.e cf less value than the first.
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We therefore write approximately

p(l, t) - - y.r) T(y. (z ) d (19)

on inserting q(x, t) from (6) into (12a), and noting that

G C)Gi 1 1(20)
47 , x

where - (y,' Yý,. yz); y - (yR Iy - Yz) and the volume of integration is over
the half-space Z > 0.

On the surface of the plane x - (R, , 0) so that

-r () - (y

P( -- -- !-_ - 1 _ (21) "
ZC Z>- ix - Yi

and the pressuoe covariance, for zero time delay between the pressures on the plane at
and P respectively, is

P(;•>= T- (r!) -• (23)Iw~- 2y f-f7 ZZ

Z! 'Z>0

where the velocity covariance is

RJ I = uj,(.v) U, (z)

al oand H ve(ZR, Zb, ZZ).

If the turbulence is spatbally locally homogeneous we can put

RZZ (y ; z) =Rz()(3

where F and cZZ is the velocity correlation coefficient.

Now the integral in Equation (22) with (23) is difficult to evaluate for general
"vaue of7 n • However, the contributions to the integral beyond a certain dis-

tance of the order of the length scale of the turbulence will be sufficiently small SO

thatT an a car. be regarded as functions of adYz only. This assumption r-eans

that so far as the integral in (22) is concerned F and uz vary only with distance
norral to the plane and, in view of the locally homogeneous assumption in (23), the
integral can be evaluated as if the flow were parallel. For convenience in its
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evaluation we will use a rectangular cartesian tensor notation with y, and Y3 taken in

the plane of the wall and y 2 normal to the wall. Thus (22) becomes

p2 r r (_X:yy .T(i-; v2 r 2)
P(xi; 'z=) r -2 dy, dy 2 dy3  J dr, j dr2 dr, -2 2

(17U 2 ) u i y r 2  2 (24)(i~y2)rU 2d or

/1

f if R and its derivatives with respect to r1 vanish at infinity an integration
by parts of (24) leads to

b2 n T frbe dy a Mi /
P(i; ') - jds. jy wr, I dr 2  dr, R 2 2 (r

D and Ej

ý2

-(x; T (: y2 -r2 U72 rx ~ Ut( 2

?y 1  \ X y CZ.\IX(25)

Now it 7ust be noted that in this analysis stationary, and not moving co-ordinates
are being used. Also, as stated above, P(x; t h ), the pressure covariance on the plane
Z c=f, is that for zero time delay and involves the instantaneous product of the
fluctuating pressures at the points ; and Pe respectively. However, if the frequency
spectrum of the wall pressure fluctuations is required it is necessary to consider
both the time delay and the turbulence in a moving frame of reference (see Appendices
D and E).

Equation (25) is the important equation in this paper. It shows that the pressure
covariance at a point on the wall, due to shear flow turbulence dominated by the mean
flow Lihear (-T), is governed by R 2 2 the two-point 'lateral' velocity correlation
coefficient, the mean shear and the turbulent intensity.

In Equation (25) the integration over y can only be effected when the values of

are known. Now we can easily see that the greatest values of u~exist in two
quite distinct regions of the wall jet at any value of the radius R. These regions
are the constant stress region of the boundary layer like flow and the middle of the
outer mixing region respectively. On the assumption that thie turbulent inner region
of the wall jet possesses the saze structural similarity as the irner region of a flat
plate, channel cr pipe flow we have that the mean velocity distribution in this region
(known as the Thaw of the ýall' ) is

- K + A (26)ur K v
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and T - - (27)
SZ KZ

where u. -= r,/ r is the shear velocity.

Equation (26) is known to hold for Zur/V > 30 and Z/ký < 0.2, where Zm is the
thickness of the shear layer up to the maximum velocity U uW. K, known as the
von Kimrn constant, has a value roughly equal to 0.4. Since the motion in this inner
region must be described by universal functions of the wall shear stress, r,, .and the
viscosity, the turbulent intensity u7- must be proportional to u2. Prom the measure-
ments of Laufer9 in a circular pipe it is found that

UZI- a (28)

U2

a constant over most of the inner region, (a is of the order of unity), From
Equations (27) and (28) we see that

C 3
u - (29)

Yv (Zur/v)

for values of (Zulr/) > 30. Nearer the wall it is found that

* • 0.009 ur-t (30)

and it is interesting to note that the maximum value of ýr/uJ occurs Just outside the
laminar sub-layer. In fact it is very close to the region where the total turbulent
Sintensity (u ý •Z) reaches its maximum value (Fig.1),

It is found from (29), (30) that

Zmi dZ 4
f(Z' ) ( •) 0.43 (31)

where f(ZO) = r2 uZ and Z = (Z ur,'). Thus the average value of 72 u2 in the
region 0 < Z < Z, is 0,43 u5/v'Z,.

On the other hand it is shown in Section 8 that the value of the mean shear in the
outer mixing region is

- 0.616 u, (32)
(Zh - Z.')

where ZN ZM are the distances to the points of half and maximum velocity respectively.
On the assumption that in this latter region ./ .- 0.15 u-, we find that
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,_ 0. 0085 u4
T2 U.! - M (33)Z (Z% - z)2

This more or less completes the formal treatment of the pressure fluctuations in a
wall Jet. Since the contributlons to .-PT from the inner region and the outer mixing
region are very different in magnitude (see (31) and (33)) we will consider them
separately.

3. PRESSURE FLUCTUATIONS DUE TO THE BO1MARY LATER
TYPE SHEAR FLOW'

Prom (25) we fnund that

1 '")Zo = 2 dy d&l dy 3 d dr, dr 2  dr 3 R2 6 )

T(X y2 ) T(X y2 r2).1u 6 y 2 u2 (x 'y2 + r!2) (3-4)

If the turbulence is assumed isotropic

-/ rf'>. "
Rj [ (r) - f + - - • j I/2 rj r, 5:• )

where f is the longitudinal velocity correlation coefficient and f' df/dr. Hence

rf' •
a 2 ) -f - . . . . r- (36f

2 2r

This form for RA2 does not agree too well with the experinientaL results of Grant,°

,and others. However, the errors involved in the use of (35) can be shown to bie small,

If we use the result from Appendix B (Eqn. B-12) we find that approximately

P(x, D)zo _ 2 < - U > i rf dr (37)15,

where a is an &nisotropy factor which is assumed to have a va~le of abcut 1/3, and
from (31)

- 0.43 z

< 2U,; > 7 (3M)Z ;
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If we now insert f = sp (39)
II

with f dr Z r (40)
S 0d

into (37)

0. -28 -L -- cf 3cf (41)
Ur2 'C3~ u u4.U

where we have used* Z. 0.3 Z:; Z, u/ 1600 and cf = T cW is the local skin
friction coefficient. This result is-similar to that found by Kraichnan5 for the
boundary layer oni a flat plate, except that our factor 3 replaces the range 2 to 12
as given by Kraichnan although we note that strictly ,/v-3/A p u' is proportional to
5 a/ d VZ U,•/• J.

Equation (41) can be compared with the results of various experimenters for ordinary
boundary layer flow, The measurements of Harrison 7 suggest a value of

)C/ 2 % 0.0095 = 4.8 c (42)

while Willmarth 7 gives

4,CU2 0.006 = 2. 5 Cf (43)

Our measurement on the wall of a wind tunnel with a microphone 0.14 in. diameter
and a boundary layer displacement thickness of 0.238 in, gave

= 0.008 = 3.6 (44)

All these results are qualitatively in fair agreement with the theory and indicate
that in a turbulent boundary layer on a flat plate, in zero pressure gradient, the
wall pressure fluctuation arises mainly from disturbances in the constant stress
region, Since cf changes only slowly with distance we see that V will only change
slowly with increase in x,

Finally we should note that our analysis leading to Equation (41) is only approx-
irmate, Nevertheless the more accurate analysis given by Lilley' 8 leads to a value of
3.1 c_.

"This value is obtained fror the work of Granti by noting the zero point value of R92 (r, 0, 0)

in the outer regocn of a boundary layer
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4. PRESSURE FLUCTUATIONS DUE TO THE 'JET MIXING REGION'
SHEAR FLOW

In the outer region of the wall jet the structure of the turbulence is largely
uninfluenced by the wall. Nevertheless the solution of Equation (6) is still given
by (19), for the contribution from the 'imae' Green function must still be included.
However, the problem is simpler because r'u 2 is approximately constant over the region
centred about the middle of the mixing region at any radius. Equation (25) therefore
reduces to

7p'(X 1tZc "•(12•(;) i' cly dy 3 dr: 2r d3

X .. . Y2

If we again ut ' 0 then from Appendix B

P(x; x) ' 2 r, dr (46)

15

where a is the anrisotropy factor.

If, further, f = exp(-ri./Z ) (47)

2 -y 2 z x

then P(x ; ;)Z=C 15 (48)

15 () rdr(6

On inserting the values for -2 ,•Z2 from (33) and putting*

- (Z4 - Zr) (49)

then • 0.1 (50)

Th1.e value obtained from our T.easurements 4s

p2

2 Z: 0.1 l(51)
,2 0.1

and indicates that the ccntributicn t T--frsr the outer mixing region is some ten
times that from the inner boundary layer like flow. This result is not surprising

"This vabue of 1, corresponds to the half-width of the outer Tixizng region. At first sight
this value seemS unduly high but it is in keeping with the re... of the large eddy analysis
in- Appendix C aro the Teasured spectra.
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when one remembers that the small shear in the outer mixing region is acting over a
distance many times that of the: entire inner boundary layer thickness.

SThe theoretical value of is independent of the radius (R) and this is
, confirmed by our experimental results., This altogether interesting result is we feel

most important, for it shows, that even in a region of flow where the velocity changes
in the mainstream direction are: large (uT • 1/R). the pressure fluctuatiois are still
largely determined by local conditions only. 'This agrees with the results of the,
mean shear stress on the wall by Bradshaw and Love' 3 (Fig,,2). They showed that the
skin friction coefficient, although slightly higher than for a flat plate, changed
vicry slowly with increase in radius beyond an inner radius where the wall Jet was
being established.

5. THE SPECTRUM AND SPACE PRESSURE CORRELATION FOR

ZERO TIME DELAY

In Sections (3) and (4) the formal treatment of the pressure covariance with zero
time delay is given, but only the results for the mean sQuar'e o~f the pressure are
evaluated in full. However, Lilhey' has already evaluated the pressure covariLce in

E free shear flow turbulence, and as we have seen above the results for wall turbulence
will be similar apart from a, numerical factor. From Lilley's results for P(x; x')
with f z exp,(- :2 r 2), we find (Fig.3) that P(;; . 0`1 0, 0) has a large negative loop
with a 2,ero crossing point of - I 1. On the other hand P(;; 0, 0, •3) is, positive

for all values of ,- and falls to zero as much more slowly than f (r), as r
This isotropic turbulence model used in evaluating these results is a little too crude
to make comparison with experiment justified, apart from an order of magnitude basis,
yet it is interesting to note that Harrison' found similarly positive values for
P(Y; 0, 0, :3),, although"the fall-off at large values of •3 was slower than in our
results. However. this is what one! might excpect from the anisotropy in the large scale
turbulence modifying the form of R'(r) at large values of rI,

The wall pressur'e spectrum function has been evaluated in Appendix C taking into
account the large eddy structure, and in Appendix E allowing for clonvection. In both
these cases and also in the free, shear flow turbulence example, the spectrum at low
frequencies obeys the law :2 .expC(- :2) - (Fig.4). In our wall jet experiments 'we find
such a rise at low frequencies, in contrast with all measurements made in pipes and on
tunnel wall boundary layers, where the flatness of the moderately low frequency end of
the spectrum is marked.

Harrison has also remarked on this flatness of the spectra at low frequencies and

has suggested that, except at the very lowest frequencies outside the range of the
measuring equipment, this might be explained in terms of the inter-mittency of the
boundary layer. However. this does not in itself explain the relatively high energy

content in the lower fr'equencies.

A co--plete explanation of this pheno-enon has not yet beer. found, assuming of
course that the flatness in the low frequency end of the spectra is nct associated with
spurious wind tunnel effects, such as fan noise, flow noise extra and above the boundary
layer noise, or tunne: circuit resonance. However, a clue tc the exvpanatiorn may come
from ar analysis of results similar to the s;ace-tie correlations of wAali pressure
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obtained ty Willmarth 6°. These data show, as explained in Appendix D, that the spatial
pressure correlation for optimum time delay (i.e. roughly the autocorrelation in axes
moving with the mean convection speed of the eddies) does not fall to negative values
at large separation distances in contrast to the autocorrelation measured in axes fixed
in the wall, This means that the life times of the big eddies are being extended on
account of the growing scale associated with the slow increase in the boundary layer
tbickness. This consequent modification of the autocorrelation in moving axes at
large times could produce sore lift to the low frequency end of the spectra although a
fall off like M2 might still be expected at the very lowest frequencies.

On the other hand it would appear that in the case of the wall jet- since the
increase in shear layer thickness is relatively large coupled with the rapid fall off
in velocity with increase in radius, the llfe time of the eddy could not be extended
in this way. These differences between the theoretical and experimental spectra for
both the wall jet and boundary layer are being further investigated.

6. THE WALL JET - THEORY OF THE MEAN FLOW

The wall Jet has been studied theoretically by Glauert11 and experimentally by
Bakke. 2 and Bradshaw3 . Although Glauert found solutions for both the laminar and
turbulent problems only the turbulent case will be required here. He found that the
velocity distribution in the vicinity of the wall was similar to that in a boundary
layer with zero pressure gradient. In the inner region one would expect the 'law of
the wall' to apply but for simplicity Glauert assumed the Blasius distribution

UR R 0.0225 (52)

where u, is the shear velocity given by uI

In the outer region Glauert evaluated the velocity distribution numerically and
showed that it is slightly fuller than that given by a (l/7)th power law. The maximum
velocity occurs at Z/Z% = 0. 125, for a value of (uT/v)(ZI, - Zn) = 4 x l04, where N. is
the ordinate to the point in the outer mixing region for which UR/U, = 0.5. The value
Z/Z% = 0.125, where u :n u,, differs from that obtained experimentally by Bakke, but
this can be explained from Glauert' s analysis, for Bakke's value of(%/v)(Z, - Zk) --
3.5 x i03, compared with our value above of 4 x i04.

The distribution of maximum velocity with radial distance follows the law

1
uR p (53)

R -R(53

at the Reynolds numbers of the tests reported here.

"Results analkguous to these have been obtained by Favre and his co-workers for the two-point
velocity correlations with separation in the stretrwise direction.
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The velocity distribution in the outer mixing region is found by Glauert to beI given approximately by

ru R =Z ( 54
- sech2 8751 (54)

where "R'-

a The experiments of Bakke confirm these predictions. Bradshaw and Love give some
results for the variation of wall shear stress under the wall jet. These show that in
the region of fully developed flow the wall shear stress is some 25% higher than in
the corresponding case (i.e. equal u,, and 2ý) for the flow over a flat plate in zero
pressure gradient.

7. APPARATUS

Wall-Jet

The test rig shown in Figure 5 was geometrically similar to that used by Bakke 2

for confirmation of the theoretical results obtained by Glauert 1 . The jet was 1.5
inches diameter and air was supplied from pressurised reservoir tanks via a 6 inch
diameter throttling valve and 200 feet of 6 inch diameter pipe, part of the laboratory
ring-main supply which passes horizontally 18 feet above the test site, The vertical
downpipe was 3 inches diameter and 10 feet long connected to the 6 inch rain through
a 3 inch isulating valve. This was followed by a smooth contraction containing a wire
gauze and then 5 feet of 1.5 inch diameter smooth-bore pipe fitted with a 6 inch
diameter flange forming the jet. The jet flange was 0.75 inch above the plate.

Two plates, each measuring 4 feet square, were used. One was constructel
of light acoustic boarding 2 inches thick lined with thin Bakelite sheet; the other
was of 2 inch thick Tufnol about 100 lb in weight.

The test procedure was to open the 3 inch valve fully and to control the air-flow
by the main 6 inch valve at the reservoir tanks. This was nennearv tn keep the valve
and pipe noise to a TinimuI.
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The measuring region was 3-10 jet diameters from the jet axis over which the Jet
half width (distance to half-maximum velocity) varied from 0.4 inch to 1,2 inches
with maximum velocities of 140 f/s to 40 f/s.

Pressure Transducers

Ammonium di-hydrogen phosphate crystal transducers, type M213 and M141, were used.
These are manufactured by the American Massa Company.

The M213 has an outside diameter of 0.22 inch and a diaphragm diameter of 0.14
inch. Its capacity is 12 pf and has a level frequency response to 120 kc/s. it is
used with a low noise and low microphone cathode-follower connected through 6 inches of
low-noise cable. The input impedance of the cathode-follower is 200 megohms shunted
by 6 pf, allowing a response down to 20 c/s. The cathode-follower noise level is 5 MV,
although below 300 c/s the noise from the transducer is 25 "V, A high-pass filter
with a cut-off at 250 c/s can be inserted, but is not normally necessary. The sensi-
tivity at the cathode-follower in the output terminals is -111 decibels re 1 volt/
microbar (approximately 2.8 microvolt/(dyne/cm2)).

The signal was amplified by a battery powered low-noise amplifier of 28 decibels
voltage gain, followed by an amplifier of 94 decibels voltage gain. Root mean square
readings rere measured on a meter of the linear averaging type. The bandwidth of the
amplifiers was 5 c/s to above 500 kc/s.

The M141 has a diameter of 0.6 inch, a capacity of 110 pf and a sensitivity'at the
cathode-follower output terminals of -94 decibels re 1 volt/microbar (approximately 20
microvolts/(dyne/cm2)). The low frequency noise of this transducer is much lower than
that of the M213 due to its higher capacitance, and the usable frequency response is
20 c/s - 30 kc/s.

The transducers were mounted in the'light acoustic-board plate in soft rubber
sleeves and in the Tufnol plate with a heavy brass body and '0' ring suspension, similar
to that of WillmarthQ7 The use of the two methods of fixing in the two very different
plates was to ensure that the measurements were not affected by the vibration of the
transducers due to the impingement of the jet on the plate.

SpecLrum measurements were nade using a set of third octave filters, covering the
range 40 c/s - 20 kc/s,

Correlater

The correlator used in the space and time correlations of pressure and velocity
fluctuations worked on the analogue principle. The multiplier was of the quartrr-
squaring type and used two special squaring valves. The design was based on that of
Miller, Soltes and Scott 21  However, much improved circuitry was employed so that, if
necessary, multiplication could be accomplished over the bandwidth DC - 200 kc/s. The
accuracy was nst of the standard associated with computing multipliers, but is of the
order of 1 - 2ý which is quite acceptable for the present purpose. The output was
read on a DC galvanometer with a time constant variable between 2 - 10 seconds.
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A time delay is accomplished on a twin channel tape recorder of extremely low wow
and flutter, using one fixed and one: moving head, The recorde~r used 0.5 inch wide tape
running at 75 inch/second.

The two signals to be correlated were firpt recorded on a loop of tape giving a
sample length of 2 seconds (this sample length coulid be increased If extra idling
pulleys were fitted to the machine) and then played back inserting the required time
delay by canual control of the moving head. The signals could either be, recorded on
a frequency modulation system bandwidth DC - 20 kc/s or on an amplitude modulation
system with a bandwidth of 250 c/s - 100 kc/s. The signal to noise ratio was 42 decibels.

The correlator was capable of correlating a 100 kc/s sine-wave with 15 points to the
period, The maximum time delay possible was 40 milllseics and the minimum increment was
0. 67 ,acroseconds.

8. PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The measurements of mean velocity across the wall jet from 3 to 10 diameters from
the jet axis showed good agreement with the similarity prrofiles obtained theoretically

by Glauert' and experimentally by Bakke• ,(Figs.6 and 7). The !maximum velocity varied
as R- *5, where R is the distance from the jet axis, and the jet half thickness Z%
varied as R '• The mazimum velocity occurred at Z/Z= 0.15 corresponding to a
Reynolds number u.(Z• - Z )/I = 2 x 10'.

The measurements of the wall pressure fluctuations from 3 to 10 diameters from the
jet axis showed that

'U = 0.11

anId was approximately independent of radius (Fig. 8). The corresponding spectra

(Fig.9) obeyed ia similarity law on the basis of the frequency parameter ýO(Z, - Z,)/um,,
A typical autocolrrelation is shown in Figure 10.

Comparative reF-'lts were also obtained in the College of Aeronautics 20 in, x 11 in.
low-turbulence wind tunnel at a position in the working section where the displacement
thickness was 0.286 in. at a freestream speed of 126 f/s. The corresponding value of
the skin friction coefficient, c., obtained from the measured velocity profile, was
0.0'022. The value olf/F-/,•Cu- was 0,008 which is in fair agreement with the measure-
rents of 'Willmarth and Harrison,. However, this result cannot be relied upon quantita-
tively because in this tunnel the low frequency extraneous noise level is not low,
although inevitably its contribution to the total pressure energy is small. Perhaps
what is more i-portant is that it provides a check both on the accuracy of the instru-
rentation used, and or. the values of /APu, as found in the wall jet using the same

pressure transducers.

The large values of -P-,'Pu4 as measured on the wall jet are not special to tlat
case and have been found by Owen'2 to exist on wings in regions of separated flow,
However, the experimental data on the effect of pressure gradient on wing pressure
fluctuations are sc few that we can on-.y speculate that, on the basis of our theory,

-• * srface pressure fluctu ,uns will be h1igh wh-en elther the value oDf c is high,

say at Transiticn, or the mean shear layer is very thick, say approaching and beyond
separation.



9. CONCLUSIONS

A review of theoretical and experimental work on wall pressure fluctuations in

turbulent boundary layers has been presented. The theory due to Kraichnan is modified

and extended to include the separate effects of the large eddy structure and the con-
vection of the eddies, and the treatment covers both the turbulent bowmdary layer on

a flat plate and the wall jet. The latter cae is presented for it provides data in

the important practical case when the turbulence is being subjected to a rapid
variation in mean shear, not unlike that associated with the flow approaching and

beyond separation.

Preliminary theoretical and experimental data for the wall jet give values of

SFA P 2many times that of corresponding measurements on a flat plate with zero-

pressure gradient. These results are explained in terms of the greater thickness of

the shear layer, the relatively high intensity of the turbulence, and the presence of

relatively large eddies in the flow.

The present work is intended as a basis for further work at both low speeds and in

the more important practical areas of supersonic and hypersonic flight.
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hPPENDIX A

The Pressure Equation for the Wall Jet

The equations of continuity and motion for an incompressible flow are, in vector

no tat ion:

V'(U) = 0 (A-1)

- 4. 2, (A-2)

Dt

D -

where - =- - (u 'V) (A-3)

If in the cylindrical co,-ordinate system (R, P, Z) we write the corresponding

velocity components (us, uO, uZ), then the pressure distribution equation, found from

subtracting the time derivative of (A-I) from the divergence of (A-2),

V2 -pV.(u •) (A-4)

can be written in full as

V2 a uR •uR BuR !

P R u dR\ R R Rz "

II

R 76( R R A

U Z.. + 1 + u z .(A -5 )

Now the mean velocity U (UV" 0,, •Z) satisfies the continuity equation

RI BR (R UR) ;Z = 0 (A-6)

(with Z measured normal to the plane), so that if we write R, UR as a dimension and
velocity of order unity. 0(1). then Z, ýz are each O(3) wh•:r' i is the thickness of

the shear, layer. Since terms involving squares and producs cf fluctuating quantities
will be small corpared with those involving products of fluctuating quantities ancd

Mean flow derivatives, the only terms of i4•.•-prtance in (A-5) are for R >> 0,

A-i
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if mean velocity derivatives of 0(l) are neglected.

A-ii



APPENDIX B

The Evaluation of an Integral

It was shown in Section 2 that the pressure correlation depends. on the value of

I = dyi dy 3 /dr7 dr, drs R '(r) g(y 2)
2

where r z - y.

Kraichnan 4 has evaluated a similar integral following the method of Feynman 23 . He
found that

I aj ? - -a• YC rs
V

B2

=277 -t (B-2)B ra~r

where - -x and v, the volume of integration, extends to infinity.

If in (B-1) we put

then with ý(9o 0 ,3)

g(Y 2 ) dy2  dr, dr, dr 3 R (r) -, dC. d%

2) 2Y / 22 Bt. J3
- JY2 J = -0 CO

2I

x - (B-3)

Let I - /d• a 3  .• - (B-4)

Ui I t

-100 B-i



and if following Feynman we introduce a new variable

= - (B-5)
I + 7-2

and following Kraichnan4 we use the identity

1 2 d -r

nal- b - a 2  2r• 2 (B 6)

then I __- d_' P dC (B-7)1 7fi + T2 i fci + t 272

a 2 (c+ 2)_

11 4t, r 2 t2 r

-- 4 2 d7-

"J' (1 +r2) ý{ 2c1 + - ) 2 <+27_2} (B-9)F m~2d

But because 0 - we see that •2 Y2 and so from (B-3), (3-5) and (B-9)

g(y 2) dy2 dr 2  dr 3 22

"-Y2  
cc -o

, I 2 d-'rx .2 (B-1O)
S(1 r){(Y 2 (1 +" T2) + 2 + t 2)r 2

Now the orders of integration with respect to r 2 and y 2 can be reversed

C c CD C

•dy 2  d> I rdr dy2  dr 2  : 2

' Y2 ! 2

and hence if R(r,(r) - 2/r,, - r2, r 3 )

B-i
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equstion (B-1O) becomes

I = 4- dr, dr dr 3 g (7) t, I X
• gJ(2 J ( -I -r 2

X g(y 2) dy 2  + g(y 2 ) r} 2J) [ 7 -2) + r t2]y 2(i . ) 2 . t(r2l
2 (B-11)

When g(y 2) is a constant, j, we find after integration with respect to y2 and 'r that

= 7 (7,•,- r,"\

% ni- dr, dr. 2 -dr 3 n22(h ryy . (B.-12)

which, apart from the integration over r, is just half the valfe found in (B-2) above
for g = 1, when the integration with respect to y is taken over the whole apace and
not the half-space considered in our problem.

The error introduced by the use of (B-12), in place of the exact integral (B-11),
is known to be small,

B-iii



APPENDIX C

The Structure of the Large Eddies near the Wall in a Turbulent Boundary Layer

The work of Townsend8 ' 2- and of Grant" bas shown that a relatively simple structure

exists for the large eddies in a turbulent flow, or at least the experimental observa-

tions are not inconsistent with the hypothesis tnat the large scale motions can be

adequately described in terms of relatively simple eddies. Grant's measurements of

the R () velocity correlations at different heights from the surface in a turbulent

boundary layer give rise to the suggestion that the large eddies near the surface

(i.e. in the constant stress layer) have the form of 'two-dimensional' jets of fluid
originating near the viscdus layer, and may arise from the instability of that layer,
and are roughly aligned in the direction of mean motion. Similarly in the 'outer

region' the large scale turbulent motion again appears to be dominated by the presence
of mixing jets of turbulent fluid which originate in the interior of the flow and

penetrate to the region of the non-turbulent flow outside the boundary layer.

A simple extension of the Townsend-Grant description of the large eddy structure
for such motions led us to assume that the eddies randomly distributed over all space
may be described by

, CA 2 Ix exp (C-1)UI~ --c,\ c3 2

A / 2 exp ( 2 (2-2)U 2 -7 '2 CL I I K1  
- a 3 2 (C

U = -- 3l 3 -X 2 x exp (. (-3)

where (u,, u2, u1 ) are the components of velocity in the directions (x,, 121 13), with

x. in the direction of the freestream and x2 perpendicular to the wall, and

CL22 X2 + a2 2 2q22

2 22 3

The velocity components, given by Equation C-i to C-3, satisfy the equation of
continuity

U1  u - :8u3 (C-5)
Bx, 3x2 3 x

X Ox2 3x

with (a1, Ca2 a3 ) having quite arbitrary values.

Following Townsend we next find the two-point velocity correlations are given by
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R(r) =fd• (1 o y) {1 - + r 3 )
2 ) exp(- 2 (- (y + ý)2/2) (C-6)

R2 2(r) al4~~ 3  dY Y1 (Y1 + FI)(1 - Y) - (3F3 + • 3 ) 2
}exp(- Y2/2) x •

x exp(- ( /2+ -)2/2) (C-7)

and
A2 C

R3 (r) di yly 3(l+ 1 + ?)(l + 3)(1- - (Y + - y2) x

(1 2C 3

R3,(r) a a2a3  d 13Y 1(3+F)1 Y)1 Y 2

x exp(- Y2/2) exp(- (Y + F) 2 /2) (C-8)

where Y 1 = CLY 1 ; Y2 a 2y 2 ; Y3  a 3 Y3 and di = dY1 d2 dY3 .

After integration these relations can be written in the following form, if R1, etc.,
are the velocity correlation coefficients, and the subscript (b) denotes the big

eddy contribution:

(r)b a 1 (l -2 + ?4/12) exp(- F2/4) (C-9)

R?2 (r)b a 2 (I - y2/2) (1 -2 + 7/12) exp(- 2/4) (C-10)

R3 3 (r)b a 3 (1 - F/2) (1 - -2-, ( 2 /6) exp(- F2/4) (C-11)

Grant's experimental results close to the wall suggest that

a 3 a 3 cL2
- Iv 2.2 ;- 3.0 "- % 1.35
a2 a a

whereas in the outer region

a•3 a a
- 0.6 - % 1.5 ; - 2.5

a 2  a I a0I

3 A2 f3/2

Since R11 (o) o) a2 a3  I

SA 2 7 T 3/2

8
R 2 2 (0) cL a 

3 
a (C-12)
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r
3 A 2 

w3/2

and R3 3 (0) a 3 (C-12)
1 •2 •3

we see that

- 2 U 22 1b 1 al

- - " and -- - (C-13)
2 2 12

where u1  etc., represent the big eddy contribution to u etc. In thu constant stress

layer Laufer9 finds that

u3 u2  1

-= 0.5 and -= -Ut U1

whilst in the outer region

u2 u2

0.5 and u 2  0.2
2 2

U1  1

This suggests that in the constant stress region

a2 = 2.5 a, a 3 = 0.1 a 1

whilst in the outer region

a2 = 0.4 al a3 = 0.5 a 1

These results show clearly that the role of the u 2 velocity component is changed
in passing from the constant stress region to the outer region.

The sinple eddy structure, in the constant stress region, portrayed by these
results is that of an elongated vortex ring having its longest direction in line with
that of the mainstream. It is rotating in a plane parallel to the wall, whilst the
longitudinal motion is wavelike, being away from and then towards the wall. The
latter motion is not unlike the Jet-like motion described by Townsend and thus may
similarly be interpreted. In the outer region the osculations are diminished in scale
whilst the eddy spreads out slightly in a direction parallel to the wall and perpend-

icular to the freestreai.

The complete valuefor R22 must be the sum of the contributions from the small and
big eddies. Thus to K22(r)b we must add on (1 - a 2) times the value for R22(r)
obtained from the smaller eddies. If we assume that thess eddies are isotropic, in
contrast with the strong anisotropy of the big eddies, we have that

22r (1 - a 2) + - r- (C-14)
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where f(r) is the longitudinal velocity correlation coefficient and V E df/dr. Thus
finally

R 2 2  = R 2 2 (s) A R2 2 (b) (C-15)

On the assumption that

f(r) = exp(- r/1) (C-16)

the values of A. have been evaluated and are compared with Grant's results in
Figures 11, 12 and 13 for the measurements made close to the wall (i.e. y/b % 0.08).
Although the agreement is not good quantitatively we have qualitatively obtained
results which predict the basic form of the measured results. Similar comparisons can
be made for Rll and R33 both in the constant stress layer and in the outer region
provided the appropriate values of al, a2 and a3 are chosen as explained above.

With these values for R22 (r) we can now find the two-point pressure covariance on
the wall, with zero time delay. From the previous analysis we find that the pressure
covariance on the wall, with the separation vector , is given by

P 2  ( -r)
P ; :•, 0% 0 = -<, 2 u2  > r, r)- , -r- - d7 (0C-17)POe2=0= 7 12 u2 R2 2  ~ (r)- ri

r 2>0o

and the corresponding spectrum function is

p23 ._ <T 3 2 2 > JR2 2F dr
(x ; K(, 0, K3 ; 0) > )fR :rr 2

r 2>C

1-• 4K3 * 3)'• Tkr;'1dt df3  (0-18)

Thus if P(x ; K; fl) is the scalar wave number spectrum function on the surface found
by averaging 7 over all angles in the plane, noting that x = K + ý and1 3

0,

P(x ; 0; 0) K P(x ; 0) dK (C-19)
0

then

P( ; 0) - 2 2 21> cos 2 & d6 dr

0 r.>0

te-Kr 2 (1  K r 2 ) R2 2(r) e-i(Kirl + K 3 r 3 )} (C-20)
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since in Equation (C-18)

i (K +- 2 -Kr 2

e K 3  21 1- rj d t! g3 -- L 3 (1 + Kr 2) e (C-21)

We can now find the separate contributions to P from the small and big eddies.

Thus with R22(b) -given by Equation (C-10) we find after some tedious though straight-
forward algebra that

16 a2 p 2 < 7. 2 u2 > (a 1 /a 3 ) 5 (al/a 2 )

P(xaK;0)b : a3 (1 - (a1/a3) 2) 2

1 3
(K3 a•)exp(-K 2 /2a2) exp(-K 2 /2 I' A " l

(K
3
/a2) exp 

t

L e 2 Erfc (K/a 2 ) (1 22/(C-22)
2 (K/a2) j

Similarly with R2 2 (S) given by Equation (C-14) with f(r) = exp(-r 2 /1 2) (in order to

simplify the algebra but not necessarily changing the order of magnitude of the
results) we find that

< 
2 if> (>.)2

P(x ; K: 0)s = (1- a) p 1S 12 u2 (Ki) 3 e- x' 1
16

[ eK) e /4 Erfc

L ()(C-23)

A comparison between Equations (C-22) and (C-23) shows that whereas the small eddy

contribution to P is dominant near wave numbers of K = 1 (the typical energy bearing
scale of the smaller class of eddies) the big eddy contribution is very dependent on
the relative scales of the big eddies in the directions (x1 , x2, x3 ) respectively,
i.e. 1/a 1, 1/a 2, 1/a 3.

Now in obtaining all these results it has been assumed that R2 2(r') does not change
significantly with distance from the wall, which is certainly not true if, as we have
shown above, we pass from the constant stress layer to the outer region. A rough
comparison of Equation (C-22) with Willmarth's results 6 clearly shows that since high
frequency peaks beyond Ks8 = 1 (where 81 is the boundary layer displacement thickness)
are not present, the pressure spectrum must. be determined from the form of the velocity
correlation function which is not too near the wall. This means in fact that a3/a1

cannot be large, or. in other words, the pressure spectrum is largely determined, up
to the high frequency cut-off point, from the big eddy contributions with eddies whose

transverse extent (in planes parallel with that of the wall) is not greatly different
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from that in the streamwise direction. This woJld imply that the large eddies outside
the constant stress region play a more significant role in the determination of the
wall pressure fluctuations, than do the large eddies inside that region. This is not
a result we might have expected from considerations of the region Just outside the
viscous layer in which the maximum values of the turbulent intensity and mean shear act.
However, it must be borne in mind that our analysis is necessarily very approximate
and the reason for this result might appear more obvious if we had worked through the
analysis retaining the variable mean shear and turbulent intensity instead of replacing
them by an averaged value taken over the entire shear layer.

Finally in this Appendix it is worth pointing out the diffcrences which exist
between our results and those of Kraichnan5 . Kraichnan makes the assumption that the
turbulence near the wall is homogeneous in planes parallel to the wall but not in
planes normal to the wall. He next assumes a model for the turbulence in which 'mirror-
like' velocity boundary conditions are satisfied on both sides of the wall. In this
model the u, and u3 veluclty comporerits are finite on the wall but u2 isz ero. The
effective correlation coefficient is then taken as

R22 (x2 , x•;; r 1, r 3) = 2 (x 2 -x2, r 1 , r 3 ) - R2 2 (x + r r 3) (-24)

and when inserted into Equation (C-17) it leads to the result, if f = exp(- c-2 r 2 ),

(K)3 e K• + jErf{)
x; 0) ((5 1 - 1 (C-25)

Numerically this result is very little different from that given by Equation (C-23)
but is considered less satisfactory in view of the velocity boundary conditions being
essentially different from those existing in the region outside the viscous layer,
Kraichnan also includes the case of variable mean shear, following the law
S12 ý exp(-ý3x2), and although this treatment is preferable to the averaged mean shear

approach which we have adopted, the results are not qualitatively different and do not
lead to an order of magnitude differcnce in the numerical results.
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APPENDIX D

On Space-Time Correlations of the Fluctuating Velocity and Pressure

In the analysis above the pressure covariance has in the main been calculated for
the case of zero time delay in axes fixed in the wall. However, in the detailed
analysis the structure of the turbulence (i.e. R2 2 r(F)) is required in a frame moving
with the turbulence and it is not immediately obvious what the relations are between
the turbulence in the moving and fixed frames. This problem will now be analysed

be!ow and the results compared with the experimental results of Favre 2
0 and Willmart.h

Let us cozhsider a field of homogeneous turbulence in a frame of reference moving
"with the mean velocity Up past the fixed point P. In this frame of reference the
four-dimensional two point velocity correlation coefficient is

iW

where the four dimensional vector •t between the two points in the moving frame is
given by

7'- (rH r' , rF,_)

1' 2' 3' -

and r. is the co-ordinate representing the time delay. For example, if the longitudinal
vnlucity correlation coefficient were given by

f(r') exp(- a 2r1 2)

whore C r'
2  a r

2 
12 aL2_r

2 + a2r1
2 

+ ct2wiler1 1~t 2 a r 22 L3 -3 4 4

then alternatively

f(r'P) z exp(- c2r' 2) exp(- v 2 r2 ) (D-l)

whilir 1/.u is a measure of the eddy length and 1/v is a measure of its life time, and

- r
2 

+ r
2 

+ -r
2r1 =r r2 r3

This result, although not general, is typical of the connection between space and
tirni, .urrelations.

In, a stationary frame of reference (rý) in which the turbulence sweeps past at the
hpi,'Id u-, In the direction r, the relation between P and F is

w1th 11 (H. I. T) and F (ri, r2, r 3 )

(r, - Up (Tr)dT, r2, r3;r(D-2
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We now make the hypothesis that the turbulence structure is unchanged in passing
from fixed to moving co-ordinates. Thus with U p independent of time, the velocity
correlation coefficient in fixed areas

(f)R1 j (r, - U T, r., r3 ; r) ' (m)Rij () (D-3)

Examples

(i) Zero time delay T = 0

(f)Fij(rl, r , ) = (m)R (;I; 0) (D-4)
J 1' 2' 3; 0)

This means that the spatial correlation of velocities in a fixed frame of reference
equals those in a moving frame of reference.

(ii) Zero spatial separation in fixed axes r 0

(f)Rij(- up T, 0, 0; -) = (M) 1ij(r - Up r, 0, 0; 7) (D-5)

This means that the autocorrelation in a stationary frame is equivalent to a space
(rl = - Up r) and time (T) correlation in moving axes. This is Taylor's hypothesis,
which is supported by Favres' 20 measurements in both free and shear flow turbulence.

(iii) Optimum time delay in fixed axes r, = mU p
Rj(0. 0, 0; • (m)Rij (0, 0, 0; 7- = Tr) (D-6)

This shows that the autocorrelation using an optimum time delay in fixed axes is
equivalent to finding the autocorrelation in a moving frame of reference.

These three examples are made clearer by reference to a particular velocity
correlation coefficient.

Suppose that in the moving frame

(m)R11(rl, 0, 0; T) = exp(- U
2 r 2 ) exp(- V T2) (D-7)

then in case (i)

(f)R1(rr, 0, 0; 0) = exp(- a2 r'•)

= ex(- 2 r) (D-8)

showing clearly that no change of scale occurs in changing from fixed to moving axes.

In case (ii)

(f)Rfl(- Tp T, 0, 0; T) = exp(- 72 u2 H2) exp(- V 72) (D-9)pp
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But in the moving frame v is of the order of ar u' (where ii' is the turbulent intensity)
so that if u' << U

(~fY U- ~r, 0, 0; 7) % exp(- o2 j2 V 2) (D-10)

which is equal to (D-8) if

r =u~ 7 T D-11)

This result is the more usual form of expressing Taylor's hypothesis.

In case (iii)

(fR1(,0, 0; Tm) expC- v 2 T2) k;exp (-7. a u 2(-2

This shows that the autocorrelatlon in the moving frame can be obtained from the auto-
correlation in the fixed frame (by comparing (D-10) with (M-12)) by replacing the time
delay (7r) in the fixed frame by

up
7- = Tm(D-13)

u p

The results of Favre 20 for both grid and wall turbulence CFig.14), confirm this
simple result provided that the time (T7m) does not exceed roughly the times m',er which
the autocorrelation in fixed axes are essentially non-zero.

Similar results might be expected to hold for the pressure covariance. Thus if we
take the pressure autocorrelation in moving axes to be

W (m.p( 00 0  7) =(1 -2v-2 T 2) expC- V2 r2) (D-14)

then we might expect that in moving axes

Wrnp(r?, 0, 0: T) =(1 - a2g r") (1 - 2 v27-2 ) exe(- aý2 r12 ) exp(- v2 T272) (D-15)

Therefore in case (i) above

Pr 0, 0; 0) = I_ 2- ~ 2 r 2) exp(- ar? r 2) (D-16)

In case (ii)

M ( ,0, 0; -0 1i 2g 2U2) exp(- at 2 B2) (D-17)

This result cannot strictly apply to the pressure covariance at the wall for there
UP=0. Hlowever, if we assume that the turbulence is roughly convected over the
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plane wall at some mean speed uci then the autocorrelation in fixed axes is found
from (D-17) with UP replaced by Uc"

In case (iii)

(f)p(- 0 0;T x exp a2 2r2 U2 T (D-18)

If we now consider the general case of a space-time correlation in fixed axes where
'T -$., the optimum time delay,

fP(r- Uc 0, 0; T) = (I - 20? U2 a 2 7) (- 2& u u2 2) x

uc

x exp •2-CrUeT 2Ka 2 tr)j(D-19)

where a = Ir 1/Uc - Ii

According to Willmarth 6 , from measurements of the pressure fluctuations on wall

turbulence we find that

Uc % 0.8 U1 (D-20)

where U, is the freestream velocity. A comparison between Willmarth's results and
those evaluated from

(f)P(r 1- Uc r, 0, 0; r) a(I- air. - l) (1 - V17i)

X exp(- ir - U 7 - -v I[) (D-21)

are shown in Figure 15. The agreement is good for small time delays (i.e. up to
0.5 x 10-3 sees., which is roughly the time for non-zero autocorrelation) but is poor
at large time delays.

The reason for Willmarth's results being non-negative for large time-delays probably
results from the growth of the eddies as they move downstream. For small time-delays
this effect is small but as the time-delay is increased the eddy-life appears to be
extended as a result of this growing scale of thp moving turbulence.

*In incompressible flow the time variation of the pressure in fixed axes is the same as the
time variation in the velocity. Thus the autocorrelation of the pressure in fixed axes must
correspond to the autocorrelation of the velocity averaged over all angles. If then the
turbulence has a dominant convection speed, this speed will also apply to the pressure auto-
correlation.
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APPENDIX E

The Evaluation of the Pressure Srectrum

It has been shown above that the pressure covariance at the point x, with separa-
tion distance on the wall is given by

CO CD ODP•i ,o . ~T = -
2  U2 >r) = _ <2 , f > dr2  dr1  fdr, g22•('; ; T)x

pIT; A 0. 93 7 12 u2 j2
0

r
2 + (r3 63) 2

x - (E-l)

If-the velocity correlation coefficient is given by

2 -•"2 - r1112 r3 (E-2)'2

R2 2 (r; T) Te e r 2L 12r j (E-2)

where P' is the separation vector in co-ordinates moving with the turbulence and we
assume that the turbulence is convected..with the constant speed uc, then in fixed
co-ordinates

ST T - 2 2  -(r 2 + r 2)/1 2  - U(r - c- ) 2/12

R22 (; T) e e e x

x [1 - r2/1 2-(rI - ucj) 2/1 2] (E-3)

If we write F= = r1/ etc and 1 2 vl//U; -T/l then

12 z2  u22 -+ 2)dfdF t
P(Ar, 0; T) - 1 2 2> e-2 d2 dr1 1  d2

yr
7T J 2 u22

_ 2 -2 -(2-

[i - ?2 (? : )2] e 2  3 e I (E-4)

and the temporal spectrum function P(x; 0; w) is given by

P (Z ' 0 ; ) -- I e ~i P (Y ' 0 ; -r) dT

2n14

77 2 U7 dF. dF 2 dr3 X 1 (E-5)
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(
- CD

-(F2 4 r') fe-i 2 2 T)r( - d)2

- m

ri .- {F i 2  d? (F,-5)

where iZ= wl/uc.

On taking the real part of E-5 we find that it reduces to

P(x; 0; W) T F d2 + -cr2 + 2 32)
.-I__ _ _1_r - T 2 0 0z iO < 712 2 ~ i '

x e(v 2 + l)2 cos(@)-7) [(1 - 2 F2 -_ 2 )cosh(2 F1 j)

+ 2 T sinh (2F 1F I)1 dF (E-6)

Now P u'/ue and is a small quantity (i.e. P << 1). We can therefore neglect the
term in V2 in Equation E-6.

Evaluation of

JerT2 cos ( T (1 _ ?l -F2 _72) cosh(2? 1 T) +2F17 sinh(2 F!r)] gF 1

This integral is reduced to 3 standard integrals which can be evaluated by the use
of Fourier Transiorms. Thus

cos J T e-2 cosh(2 F T) dP (1 _ r 3 _ 2)

0

CO

f cos U) e-;o2 cosh(2 F1t) 
2 d-7

0

+ cos E T e2 sinh(2 FE T -2F

0

+ r, _ t
E-ie -e , cos(i\ 2Y~ - L CE-I



Evaluation of

From Equation E-7 we find that

Z2/4 2+ru24 cosjF1 ,o d

2 2 1 2 3

2 C

2 r2  3 (E-8)

Evaluation of

c1r2 + F2) e-(r2l T2)
df d 2

1  c? 3 2 3 + 12 3

If we put X CP -f P and we use polar co-ordinates (., ) in place of (r 2F ?3)

then, from Equation E-8,

2/4f x2

-3 2 Z, XdX 4 X2 Cos2

x K,(,5A) e-Y.2

2

e X KI(&X) e t dx

4o
0

773 /2 -2 /4 F
-- (l+ +-12/2) e Jt K(.i) e-t dt
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03 r

773/2 t2 g1 e
_i 2 (2 + T 2/2) F(- 1, ra2 / 4 )

S32

,''31/2 -G ['• 0 /4

+ 3 w 2f-- + U)2 /8) U(- 1,
-2 V( i/4)J

1"/'3/2 _ 73 2 ' -2-

e3 2/4 7 3/ .2 ( 1, Vo/4) (I - ,2/4)8 32
J (E-9)

If we-combine the above results then from Equation (E-6)

P(x: 0: W")2u 2/ e g / (4e/4)(1 - V/4) x
SL

x Ei(- Fý)/4)) (E-10)

We note finally that

P(x: 0) = 2fPjx; 0: w) dcc - -- JP(x; 0; co) d2

0

S 2  2 >- drT L 4 e-/ 4  (r/ 4 )(1 - c2/4) Ei(- A

122

8 12 P 2

15 12 2

which is exactly double the value found by Kraichnan 4 for isotropic shear flow turbu-
lence without boundaries, and provides an adequate check on the algebra leading to the
spectrum function given by Equation (E-10). To allow for anisotropy a multiplying
factor, -. ; - 1/3, should be inserted into Equation E-11.

The spectrum function is plotted in Figure 4, where the abscissa is (a' 1 /ii)., V, is
the boundary layer displacement thickness and 7is the freestream velocity outside'tb,

-1 7shear layer. If we take uc 0.8 Ul. as given by Willmarth6 and Harrison , and
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2/81 ± 2.4 then

(- CE-12)
91 3

If further we insert into (E-11) the crude estimate (based on Laufer's measurements
of T,2 and v-/uand evaluated at the value of u7$/v = 1550) 8'/u' < 12 2 = 2 x

2 1 2

and include the anisotropy factor of a = 1/3, then

P(;: 0) X
_p_ - p - 9.3 x 10-3

compared with Willmarth's value of 0.006 and Harrison's value of 0.0095 under comparable
conditions.

Similarly the peak value of P(ý; 0; w), written in the form

2 P(x; 0; w) u. ic0_

%h p2 U, 80-CD81

whereas Willmarth obtained a value of 4 X i0-5 and Harrison a value of 6.3 x I0- 5 .

It should be noted that our estimates are only 3 db higher than the measured values
of Willmarth and give some support to our analysis. The inclusion of the anisotropy
factor is justified by Kraichnan and was similarly used by Lilley' 9 in evaluating the
magnitude of the pressure fluctuations in the mixing region of a jet. Finally it might
be noted that better agreement between theory and experiment might be expected, if the
anisotropic form of the velocity correlation function were used, with its consequent
improved scale relations to replace the ratio 1/8k as used above.
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